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THE SOCIETY FOR PEDIATRIC RADIOLOGY

Year Round Support Opportunities, Grants and In-Kind Donations

For more information, contact spr@acr.org
SPR Online Educational Activities

EDUCATIONAL GRANTS

The SPR solicits educational grants for online educational activities. All educational, commercial support and grants must adhere to the ACCME Standards for Commercial Support: Standards to Ensure Independence in CME ActivitiesSM and AMA Compliance guidelines, programs, or other policies. Educational grants offset the cost of education and aid the SPR in maintaining its position as the leading source for pediatric radiology education. Any recognition for educational grants will be done in compliance with all rules and regulations of the aforementioned bodies.

SPR Year Round Support Opportunities

EDUCATIONAL GRANTS & IN-KIND DONATIONS

Educational Webinar (CME) - $5,000
Companies have the opportunity to support a 1-hour SPR webinar designated for CME credit. SPR will schedule the topics as well as provide the audience generation, registration and webinar facilitation. These webinars are presented on SPR-approved educational topics and SPR will promote the webinar to its members. Your company will be disclosed as the activity supporter both during the live webinar and on the recorded enduring product available through the SPR’s Online Learning Center - SPR XPress.

Open Donation – Amount of Your Choosing
We also encourage you to consider donating any amount of your company’s choosing to the SPR. Cancelling SPR 2020 is an unusual event that leaves the Society with costs to absorb without the anticipated revenue to cover such costs. We also recognize that there is now a heightened need to offer more online educational options for the membership and radiological community-at-large. The Society’s ability to fulfill this need is greatly enhanced by your generosity. Your consideration is appreciated.